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ABSTRACT

Thls paper discusses the rationale and teaching
methods for a six-week unit, for a high school freshman English
class, on perception, semantics, and writing, which places special
focus on developing tension in student writing. The first four
objectives of the course focus on perception and the next two focus
on semantics. The seventh objective--developing a point of view in an
extended definition--is the first writing assignment. The eight
objective concerns the revision of the definition paper; the ninth
objective asks the student to write a personal narrative that shifts
in point in view and evokes within the reader a sense of tension, and
the tenth objective requires the student to pass a proficiency test
on punctuation. The major portion of the paper discusses the personal
narrative assignment, includes a description of preliminary teaching
activities designed to motivate the students for writing, and
discusses the results of the assignment. A number of the student
narratives and a bibliography are included. (DI)
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When talking about what makes good prose style, Robert

Frost once said, "Everything written is as good as it is
dramatic...A dramatic necessity goes deep into the nature of the
sentence.

Sentences are not different enough to hold the
1

attention unless they are dramatic."
In this paper I plan to focus on creating "tension

in

writing, a dramatic or dynamic quality that is generated by two
foroes pulling in opposite directions.

But first I will describe

several activities that can be used to prepare the student for
the kind of writing I am talking about.

Below is a list of

objectives I used in a six week unit with my high school freshmen
students.

£he first four objectives focus on perception and

Add list of objectives here.
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roar ummarer-

the next two focus on semantics.
first writing assignments
extended definitioh.

paper is Objective 9:

The seventh objective is the

developing a point of'view in an

But the objective I want to focus on in this
writing a personal narrative that shifts

in voice and point of view, and evokes within the reader a sense
of tension.

t

CREATING TENSION IN WRITING
Bernarr Folta
West Lafayette High School

The following are major student objectives for a unit on perception, semantics and writing.
1.

Distinguish between advertisements in magazines
using a highly emotional appeal and those using
an appeal to reason.

2.

Classify ads in terms of type of appeal.

3.

Explain values represented in visual symbols.

4.

Explain how background and emotions can influence
visual response in a positive way or in a negative
way.

5.

Study student responses to given words and for-

....mulate:poSsible.7reasons as.to the causes.of..certain
responses.
6.

Know the meanings of connotation, denotation,
abstract and concrete words, loaded words.

7.

Write an extended definition, with the dominant
impression being that the writer has carefully considered how different people may attach jifferent
or similar meanings to a given word.

8.

Demonstrate the use of revision skills such as
elimination, sentence-combining, addition, and substitution when revising the first draft of the
extended difinition paper.

9.

Write a personal narrative that shifts in voice
and point of view, and evokes within the reader
a sense of tension.

10.

Text:

Pass a proficiency test on punctuation.
Discovering Motives in Uriting
Harcourt Brece 6 Jovanovich, Inc. (1972)
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In designing a sequence of activities that moved from the
study of perception, to the study of semantics, to the study of
point of view and voice, I wanted to follow through with Vygotsky's
notion that "a true and full understanding of another's thought is

possible only when we understand its affective-volitional basis."2
Another way of putting it is to say that before I can expect my
kids to transfer some aspect of the world within themselves to
another person through writing, I have to get them to search for
meanings of the language constructs within themselves, to be sensitive
to language responses of others, and to question their own motives
for writing.

It is only then that the writer can create an experienoe

for the reader and say to himself with conviction:

"This comes

close to telling the truth."

In the olasroom we used many visuals to talk about various
perceptual and semantic responses.
associated with visual symbolge
and asked Why?

We discussed values that we

We explored Qaoh other's reactions

(I took to class one picture of a man's face mounted

on a carboard backing; one of his eyes was a strangely enlarged
blue eye which I had taken from another picture.
this visual read:

A caption for

*You ask me why I see things 89 differently?"

Throughout the week and a half-we worked on perception and semantics,

we occasionally went back to the picture of Old Blue 40 and talked
about the meaning behind the caption., A little weird.
in high school seemed to like it.

But kids

And:it got them to think about

not only the stimuli-rosponse but also about the4mohology of motives

in communicationd
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Once the students demonstrated they understood a little

more about how they saw things around them and how they consciously
or unconsciously attached certain values to visual and verbal
events, I felt they were ready to write.

Within a six week period,

I gave the students two writing assignments.

The first dealt with

writing an extended definition of an abstract word.

The second

assignment was a personal narrative designed to eve a sense of

tensin within the reader.

Of primary importance

in both assign-

ments was the writer's invention of a voice that honestly conveyed
a willingness to comlunicate.

If the writing voice failed to

convince the reader of the writer's commitment to the subject, I
might find myself saying to the student what Peter Elbow has
told some of his students:

"...I oan't feel any person in these

words...a can't hear zau. w3
The two writing assignments I gave my students can be

considered as two basic methods in composing.

The extended

definition gains its unity through many small units that develop
one dominant impression.

The

wraing based on tension gains its
seemingly discordant units.

unity through the juxtaposition o
til

For the most part, the concept of dominance in shaping the first
writing assignment is easily understood, but I would like to
share with youlst paper I received from one of my freshmen.

(I am

adding this paper only because-l-respeot-the author's craft and
because I feel I owe her_40hanoe-to be heard0
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Loneliness
I have experteneed loneliness in many different
ways.

I remember coming home from school as a child

and searching all over the house for my mother to tell
her the events of the day.

My search was occasionally

unsuccessful, and I would feel lost and uneasy.

Too

late would I disc over the note explaining that she had

run to the store for a few items.
Often I feel Lonely for a reson I cannot explain and
other people cannot understand.

I palm a field in the

000l evening hours and breelthe deeply, smelling the wild,

pungent aroma of weeds and daisies.
and free and melancholy.

The smell is so wild

Its intenseness disturbs me.

It seems as if the land is reaching up to grab me,' crying
out, begging me to feel its misery.

A deep, unexplainable

sadness fills me and I run away trot the field seeking
warmth and people.

By its nature, the extended definition i: symetrioal.

Everything in the writing pyramids to a point.41 feeling the
writer wants

you to experience.

For the mos= part, getting kids

to use this method of ordering is relatively
etude:Its to use the second method of ordering
complex.

based on

netting the

a little more

Below is the handout I used to initi. a an assignment

second method of ordering.

trigrt".- handout explitningA,heassiqnz gip. 2)

WRITING A PERSONAL NARRATIVE BASED ON TENSION
One of the main objectives of thi6 assignment is to create an
impact through personal narration -an impact that alloWs the
reader to feel the writer's one unique perception about a given7The uniqueness will be conveyed through a contrast
experience.
in both point of view and voice in writing.
The first one-third of the writing will focus on a point of
the point of view of an out-.
view that is different from yours:
eider, the point of view of soneone who is More distant from
the events) that you had experienced, the point of view which
represents a different angle of vision-.
The voice from this point of view will be different from the voice
If your voice is highlylemot-ive
that conveys your point of view.
the:first voice will be very objective. If your -- voice expresses
a feeling of urgency or bitterness, the "firsf77140:WilLba blase
or perhaps even sentimental. There should be a sharp:_contrast
of voices as well as a contrast in points of view.

A

Point of View
'Voice

Point of View
Voice
Topic Areas:

(:<

Vorthip

The street where you live
Searching for ways to relate
to people

An Olympic event
Training
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For the student to work with this method of composing,
a

he first had to sleet a topic to which he felt a strong commitment;

he had to formulate a generalization which helpedhim to realize
that commitment; he had to put that generalization into words;

and then he had to realize that his verbalization of the commitment
was only one way of looking at his subjects

his point of view and

his natural voice was to be treated as one unit in the composition;

the second unit was to express another point of view and another
voice.

The juxtaposition of both points of view and both voices

was a unit of meaning in itself that generated a dramatic transfer
of feelings and ideas.

This juxtaposition was to create a line of

tension that helped the reader to come close to experiencing what
the writer had experienced.
I knew .that if I wanted my students to have success with this

assignment, I would have to use several different ways of explaining
what I meant by "tension."

I wanted them to see, hear, and analyze

different expressions of tensions before they tried creating it in
their own writing.
1.

Here's what I dids

I drew on the cha0oard a circle, a rectangle: and a triangle
on an inclined plane.

I asked the students to identify the

one shape thqt suggested the least amount of tension and
then the one that suggested the most tension.

We discussed

the reasons for%thevarious choices.
4

I showed the class a series of five pictures dry-mounted
on ohe large pietie of posterboArd.

various geometric shapes.

The pictures accented

I asked the students to-identify

the pictures whic'h suggested the lest amountaof tendon
and those thit suggested -the most'.

We discussed- why people
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saw tension in some of the pictures and not in others; it
was an interesting exchange on differences in perception.
I taped three selections of musics

two of the selections

were based on a theory of dominance; the other was based on
discordance.

(Chopin - Bach - Santana) I asked the students

to identify the one based on discordance.

:his was quite

wasy for them, but the important thing was that it reinforced
the concept of tension.
4.

I showed the students a series of slides.

Each picture could

represent a value of its own; but when two contrasting slides
were shown, a third meaning based on the relationship of the
two slides can be discovered.

analyzing the meaningss

We didn't spend a lot of time

the aesthetic experience based on

the tension is all that we wanted here.
5.

We read Stan cloth's poem "War" and a selection from Dick

Gregory's "Nigger" and discussed the tension that we found
in both works.

We examihed several poems to shat en our senses for identifying
both the speaking voice and the point of view.

Then the students were ready to consider the designs for their own
writing topics.
briefly.

We went back to the handout and discussed it

The next step was to try .putting into speech the contrasting

points of view and shifts in voices they wanted to control in their
own writing.

Then the students helped me to formulate a criteria

for evaluating their papers, and they weighted each criterion
for each of the drafts.

I had them complete two drafts.
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Why did I have them do at least two drafts?

''imply because

I wanted to evaluate the students on the best they could do.

And

,I figured my comments wouldhelp them only if they were read, weighed,
and accepted or rejected before the final draft was written.
Before the stUdents submitted their final drafts, I gave them

an opportunity to test our their writingsWith a small gr.5up.

The

peer response told some of the writers they did an excellent job;
it told others they needed tc work a little more on their writing.
Those that needed more time took it.

Below are samples of writing from my two classes.

Insert writings by Jenny Patehen
Karen Moskowitz or
Karen Hull

By using these papers, I don't mean to imply that they
are perfect.

More can be done with each paper.

I likol about each composition is thins

However, what

1 feel an "aliveness" on

14

the pat of the writer.

leach writer convinces me that she thought

through a response that she wanted to evoke within the reader.
"hat percentage of my freshme studentswere highly successful
with this writing assignme t?
five were highly saccessfu 6

Perty-hree students out of fortyX am .still working with the other

1

two stu'entsrboth have expressed a determination to °raid inside
the assignment and to try it again.

raga 8

I am sure there are variations in which the theory of

dominance and the theory of tension can be worked with in teaching
?or example, in teaching the extended

students composition.

definition, the students might focus on developing their own
points of view, but' they can al% go outside of themselves by
searching for different meanings the words might have for others.
The contrast of points of view allows for a si-Iple kind of tension.

In teaching students how to organize a research paper, I
might have the students write the paper in two parts:

the first

part being a report on the subject; the second part might read
more like an argument.

Again, this is a simple but effective

way of combining the concepts of tension and dominance.

And sometimes, perhaps, if you should ever give the student

an opportunity to write about a line of tension within self, you
might find some expression as rare as this:
This is

by Helen Lauer
Tommy's very intelligent and good-locking. Mom
likes him best--more than my sistftr or me.
I look a
lot like him--i'm glad of that. He's older than me. That a
why I never got to know him at all. la see, he left home
for good just before the folks got a AiVorce.
o I never
saw him, really. maven't seen him for nit:3 years, except
for last summer. aut before that, I'd always start to cry
and feel really:bad if I thought about hia much.
gverYbody who kneit him really likes him. "els been
profOoional
in Hew Orleans for years. A cia'rdshar40
cardplayer.
114.0s how- he -makes 410''liVii,5.' I think -that
01.00.
a ;Ia.- X meanf-the=01*$ -got An lq_or
cards -all -his 'lite: -I-like him a- lot,

lilai,olly-kaW6he

gi4;VA Vire alwya'Aik4-fiim a-lob, It-maXea de ofy,
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What bothers me is that I've always t'iought thst
It realty
Tommy's getting his legs out off was an accident.
stank whed I found that my mother never told me the truth.
She never tells me the truth about anything anyway, but
this time it wasn't fair.
'a know? I mean I guess I can't
really blame her. I mean, considering how messed up everything
in our family isa, I can see how she might not want to really
talk about it. /jut she lied.
Ihat really gets me.

Tom told me how he wasn't really happy growing up.
Actually he was pretty damn miserable. I mean, you can see
how lousy it would be with the folks hating each other and
all.
But that wasn't the worst of its When he explained this
bit about what Mom put him through--wow. I don't know if I
can believe it now. I mean that kind of thing only hspeens
in abnormal psychology textbooks--not your own family. People
write tragic plays about it...
I guess I'll never feel the smae about my mother again.
I suppose it's not her fault or.something, but how she managigs
to make almost everybody miserable-40s unbelievable.
The only accidental part about my brother's jumping
in front of a subway train was that he didn't die.
I mean, that really makes me cry.

Mother
44100 When I have nightmares aobut her (I used to a lot, right
after I left), I'd wake up with this empty angry feeling of
hate.
chat's a wild thing, you know?
Think about how it is
to hate--to run from the only person who ever really took
care of you through everything.

She resented me for existing--at least that's how I felt.
lhat's how it was.
She told me so. If it weren't for me, she'd
be happy. So I left, And now LA happy.
The anger that I feel--that doesn't bother me. I know
it's justified.
What gets to me is this feeling of--well, like
last nights
I woke up in the middle of sleep and cried and
Cried and missed her and wanted her to lean on and to like me,
M roommate can't understand
I was miserable, I missed her.
neither can I. This feeling Of love,-Jiate rips me-Up.
it;
I'm on her-hook: I know it.
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FOOTNOTESs
1.

Reuben'Br'werse "The Speaking Voice," repr anted in

Wriugoigelfg;tWolr916(11r;!,igrn
2.

Lev Semenovleh VYgOtsky's lumaht

3.

Peter Elbow's "A Method for Tem:ming Writing,"

DIal IA ;tads" ocu, 1968, p. 8.
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CAR HER PRAYERS BE ANSVIMED?

_

by Jenny Patchen

Din light broke throUgh the stained glass windows, that were situated

on either side of the richly decorated church altar. A nun,, solern in-4
black` habit, approached the altar and began to -light the vigil
Tttei tliehering lights- revealed her aced face, wrinkled with-years of-loyalty
end-, devotion. G=od has been rood to h*iii Re -has, given-her life
provided her
with food, clothing, and rarely_ had he stricken her with disease.- She kneels,
,

givei the sign of the cross and begins to prey,
t* rae

the strength that I nay.

Can her

.

"Oh, Divine _Creator, cive-

."

prayer be answered by God ?

Facts and

figurea -cark-nOt-proVe there,

is a Cod, nor can they prove there isnot- one: The Vestion "Is there a Oodr
shall always remain- a zystery, but from ry personal observations, X have
cove to-the conclusion that God is non- existent.

First of

all,

no Van-has over seem_ God.
I suspect Cod vas 'lade 1,1.9_0s
a "crutch'' to explain the Lyeteriee -ef life. Before lOhrist, ,nan.had 40
idea where-the rain 'cane froa or why peOple had to die, God, cane into
existence. God was .divine and rysterious.
God, as the

divine watery,

explained the unexplainable,
-,

nes

terrible events that tee_ place in this -world are une,
if there is a Cod. I wonder whore- sod vas %/he pillions 'of
who believed in hill; 17ere being exterminated-by an insane han.,14here vas God
when the A -bomb $ropped
Ilagasala and Hiroshima? I don't= Understand why_
so--clany people are axing of cancer? Way do thOusands cif people have-to feel
the gnawing at their stonachs-, caused by starvation?

To

plainable,

Joie,
_

People should. stop waiting around for

Cred to

help theti. They should
:unkind has waited long enough
for God to stop the bloo,ly wars and senoeless dying.
opinion, ran had
better start relyinc, Oa -himself, instead of God, or the wickedness of-Earth
will never stop.
start believing in Y.c.0,P1(1.11.42.411, people.

ARE THE REFUGEES GETTING REFUGE?
by Karen Hull
She said they deserved it. She said the Palestinians
deserved the small, crowded, and filthy
refugee camp.
She was
a Lebanese tour guide who felt very bitter
toward
them.
"All
that their life is for is to plot
against
us.
Their
only
goal
In life is to destroy our i-oVernment,
our
country,
and
our way
of life.- Bow could we even consider giving
them jobs? They
would upset our entire economy.
THEY ARE GUERRILLAS!
no
longer their secret plot, everyone
knows!"

The hate in her voice was intense.
"They'd fiendishly
strike destroying blows on our
country, similar to the way a
pyromaniac would start a roaring fire.
laughing with delight at the destruction!I can see them now, :=
You are naive enough
to give them a chance?!?- You would
literally
be giving them a
fighting chancel"
"Oh come on lady! Open your eyes!
Just_looR around! The
view speaks for itself. High-rise.buildings
are in the background of the gruesome scene.
Twentymfour -year old, one room,
cardboard shacks are what the Palestinians-must
Call "home",
Here, in-fieirut, are hundreds of
people;
victims
of man's hatred
and
toward men.

You talk about them ruining your
people's lives? Look what
Your peopX0 have done to them! TheY are forbidden'
toy
the =-camp or get jobs.
Jobs aren't even offered to them. Some are
born there, some die there.
SoMe-have the 'great misfortune of
living every second of-their lives
in the filth.
Imagine

ourself, not as a tour guide making
a living, but
not
one block away_-from very nice,
comfortable-houses, andryou're-without ajob,
withotit plumbing,
without medical care, and without
born '-into
a'diseateinfested area-with no future ahead_ of 040,

as_a refugee. Lig

:aptviiot 40-en

-a 04-1:40t0;--ProVe 014140404i: bpofiuse

ilie*4-eX4410'6an44?eIMAithq

moment of thair (tub 4.4t444-

--A-cWtid-ii4s_prohablY-born there".i:OAA

soft

,

=W hy?,

atid"dwir.,,1901t.

glAil 409- -60-7660-ta-PdAlt

4'h%

--40!thf,

cat

do you hAte Moil-

401-

0i:4

n

=

14410 -diittging:-IdUrfo fotiV Onan41144104;

atti*4-f °r man
ItiOtiii-AVW -01

4
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THE STEPS

by Karen Hoskowitz
We're sitting on the steps in front of Hanoi housethe
tall old house with c'acked cement steps. Just sitting around and
talking. -Jerrysand Han are sitting beside me on the bottom
steps.
Russel, Jon and Nick are all above us. Han
us the story about the time she got off at the wrong-train station:,
thinking it was her own, and couldn't figure out where she,was.
Than Russel cracks a few of his motorcycle jokes. His_motorcycle,j0kes_always make Jon laugh. You could probably heart -him_
a mile4Way. Niok-doesn't saem too interested-by-all this so he,-pulls_out his old harmonica he got at the pawn' shop_and4tArts
to blow a tune. Nan and Jon seem to know the-song and begin
piCking the Words out and singing along.
It's a nice song.
sit back'and listen:
,

nrasrtr---4ant to vow away

4
oj**..a--TU7is t wEeTtar."y
.

Henry, would you look a those kids over there, singing some
crazy song.
Why, I know that girl, her mother is a good'friend
of mine.
You'd think her daUghter could holp-her some time.
That woman works hours to keep the house in order. ThOse-boys
ought to go out and-find jobs, like any respectable young man
would do. J4st_look
"Work

.

.

making such a havoc; hanging around the streets.
kind of kids that grow up to be criminals.
somer_day_you:ll hive

-IiEgg35777

jtib fika mine

It's those

$
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